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Awkward Yoshidaâ€™s life got flipped upside down when the hottest guy in school started going out

with him. Things should be easier for Yoshida now that his whole class knows about his

relationship, but it's never that simple with Saito as a boyfriend. With Christmas coming up, who

knows just what kind of trouble these two will get into?
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Another fantastic entry in the His Favorite series. I can't wait for v9 to see what other silly situations

awkward Yoshida is thrown in.This volume follows the same pattern established, awkward Yoshida

is treated to loving Sato and he still battles his feelings with whether or not there are feelings of love.

Fortunately it seems he isn't truly against it which causes him to have specific considerations for

how to spend Christmas and beyond. I enjoyed it immensely. The next chapter featured a very cute

Sato with a school trip type of situation and one that was too cute for words. It was amazing.The

volume was yet another quality product from viz/suBLime with no typoes, torn pages or anything.

There was a color insert as well as a translated postscript.

After 8 volumes, mangaka Tanaka has set a clear pattern: the girls plot to get Sato, Sato harasses



Yoshida, and very little happens to further the plot. And yet, really, this turns so many

shoujo/shounen ai conventions on their heads that it is always worth it. Certainly, with this volume

we get very little pay off on the relationship but it's still all about the humor and antics. And yes, I

think we all love Yoshida just as much as Sato clearly does.Story: Two events change up Yoshida

and Sato's situation: Christmas and a school trip. It looks like Sato may have to go away with family

over the holidays - leaving him bereft of Yoshida's company at that most important time of the year.

Later, a school trip to Nara and Kyoto would mean Sato's first adventure of that type (he's a school

trip virgin!) and he's eager for time alone with Yoshida. But then again, every girl in the school (and

a bunch of girls from other schools!) are looking to catch Sato's attention on the trip as well. Can

Yoshida survive all the plotting and scheming?So yes, His Favorite 8 is just as subversive and silly

as previous volumes. But it is a quick read and always elicits a warm laugh at Yoshida's

predicament. I look forward to volume 9! Reviewed from an advance reader copy provided by the

publisher.

After the shocking truth from volume 7, the secret is finally out in volume 8 of His Favorite! So many

cute scenes between yoshida and sato as they become more open in their relationship.Christmas

and New year's are around the corner, and it's never a dull moment.Azuma tries to win Nishida's

trust back with help of Sota's advice that might actually work?Sota is excited for his first school field

trip with Yoshida. The girls decide to take it easy and let sota enjoy his first field trip. Meanwhile,

sota shows so many blushing and cute sides that yoshida can't take the cuteness. Sightseeing and

pillow fights, what could be better than that? Except for when night comes, everyone's alseep, and

yoshida and sato sleep right next to each other. Wounder what they'll do next.Definitely one of my

favorite volumes of His Favorite! I got so excited writing a review about this volume. It was fun.

This is a fun series to read. I like the silly humor in it. The story is rather episodic so you don't have

to read the previous volumes to still enjoy this one.One thing I'd like to point out for this particular

volume in the kindle version is that there is a page missing in act 33 between location 137 and 138

(perhaps it was just my copy, however just in case not I'd like others to know).I've seen the original

Japanese version of this chapter and there was a scene between Yoshida and Sato just before the

pillow fight scene. Iâ€™ve included the picture.I have not seen a hard copy of the manga published

by Viz so I donâ€™t know if the problem also exists there.

I enjoy watching Sato's character develop and grow, this volume also had a nice change of attitude



from the school's girls for once, and it includes heartwarming tender moments of the boy's

relationship now that's in the open.About the delivery: it arrived one week before than expected.

Yay!

I Love it SO MUCH 1-8 are great books. Yamanaka a B**** N**** who should be with Nishida who

wrong as h** 4 what he did to my fake bro * Torachin and Torachin fake bro should be with Azuma

because real knows real. Yoshida and Sato are a very hot couple I'm so looking forward to book vol.

9

Another great his favorite and it's definitely my favorite every book is full of laughs to bad it's not

hard core yaoi I wouldn't mind yoshi and sato getting it on.

Can't wait for volume 9, every new volume is always entertaining and gets me smiling from cheek to

cheek. Was in great condition and arrived in great time.
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